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￭ Babya has basic drawing
tools (a rebranded Babya
Photo Workshop) but now
saves images as.BMP files.
This is the basic file type

to take your latest drawing
to the Web. ￭ Babya Photo
and Camera are complete
folders of great software,
one for photographs and
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another for cameras. ￭
Quickly make copies of
pictures with the photo

bin. This is a Windows XP
+ Windows Vista only
product. ￭ Fax your

photographs and send
them anywhere in the

world directly from your
computer. This is a

Windows XP + Windows
Vista only product. ￭ Scan
with a crystal clear image
of your document using
the included.NET PDF

reader. ￭ Save each image
with good quality.JPG,.GIF,
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or.BMP files. ￭ Protect your
work with a password or at
least monitor your access
to your documents in the
document viewer. ￭ Take
advantage of the many
themes available with
Babya E-Type Express,

which add and customize
your work area with a

variety of backgrounds. ￭
Save your documents,

your way with the built-in
document editor. ￭ Make
'em smaller or larger than

the standard Windows
limit. ￭ Reviewed on
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Windows XP + Windows
Vista and sold in a medium

size carrying bag. ￭ All
artwork is protected with
the serial number of your
purchase. ￭ All included

software can be
uninstalled without

damaging your system. ￭
Anti-theft features include

secure password
protection, restricting

access to documents, a
locked work desk, and a
compact carry bag. The
unique Babya E-Type
Express features: ￭ A
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locked work desk with
password protection ￭ A
document viewer that
includes a password

protection feature ￭ A
document editor with a

password protection
feature ￭ The password is

transmitted with the
document and every

change is saved
automatically ￭ A

document manager for
safe keeping and viewing
your documents. ￭ A quick
access menu for accessing

your favorite
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functionalities and
adjusting settings. ￭ Built-
in themes for an out-of-
this-world work area ￭ A
High Performance Mobile

Engine, providing you with
optimal performance when
you are using your Babya
computer with a mouse

and keyboard ￭ A
powerful.NET 2.0/3.5

Framework, which allows
for upgrades when you

desire, and

Babya BSuite To Go For Windows
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￭More, More, More ￭All-in-
one setup: - Dual-booting

is supported - Startup
settings are saved - MS

Word compatible - Highly
customizable user

interface - File sizes no
larger than 100 Mb -
Notes: - Notes can be

synchronized with other
Babya E-Type software -
Other Notebook features
like reminders, to-do-list,

voice recording are
supported - Notes can be
created on-the-fly within
any e-type application -
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Totally compatible with
the newly released "Babya

B-C" font (description
below) - More, more, more

features: - Easy to read
content font - Enhanced,

real-time help - Text
scrollbar - Advanced font

and colour settings -
Preloaded templates -

Office 2000/XP like
AutoComplete and Access

Database support -
Document auto-save -

Unlimited non-locked scroll
- Multi-language support -

Non-French text is
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supported by default -
Open-and-Save As -

Predefined table styles -
WordWrap support - Label
support - Enhanced font-

size & font-style-settings -
Highlighting - Page

margins - Page numbers -
Tables - Text-colouring -
Multiple user accounts -
System wide keyboard

shortcuts - Mail, calendar
and task calendar -

Microphone recording -
Remote Desktop

(Supported only in Babya
E-Type Express for now) -
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Image cutting and editing -
Image resizing - Image

cropping - Image rotation -
Image redrawing/linking -

Image enhancement -
Image editing - Image

preview - Image thumbnail
- Much more... - Microsoft

Word compatible - file
sizes no larger than 100
Mb - Highly customizable
user interface - file type
associations - Over 100

templates - Snap to edges
- Semi-transparent

windows - Real-time help
(website) - Document auto-
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save - Optional font-
change notification -

Automatic update - UNIX
line-endings - Optionally
all images (pictures) can

be saved as.bmp -
Language support: -
automatic language

detection - command-line
language support - user-

controllable language
support - Supports more

than 70 languages -
Unicode support - can

save "Babya" font - can
save other fonts like

Helvetica or Arial
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Babya BSuite To Go 

• 600+ high quality photo
and video artworks • Free
1-month trial version •
Easy-to-use: You can open
a completed photo project
in one step • Superior
photos and video effects •
Friendly interface • Lots of
convenient widgets and
toolbars • The latest and
safest technology is
applied to each and every
feature that Babya has to
offer • Windows Vista
exclusive • Easy to install
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and use Need more
details? Please read the
detailed description in the
Download link below.
Babya bSuite to Go is a
portable office suite.
Babya bSuite to Go is
based on the award-
winning Babya bSuite.
Babya bSuite To Go is the
first Babya software that is
Windows Vista exclusive.
Here are some key
features of "Babya bSuite
to Go": ￭ Babya E-Type
Express ￭ Babya Notes ￭
Babya Clip-displays the
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contents of Window's
clipboard ￭ Babya Picture
Edit-a rebranded Babya
Photo Workshop Express
with basic drawing tools
that now only saves
images as.BMP files.
Babya bSuite to Go Main
Features: * Supports
Windows Vista operating
system * 600+ high
quality photo and video
artworks * Free 1-month
trial version * Easy-to-use:
You can open a completed
photo project in one step *
Superior photos and video
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effects * Friendly interface
* Lots of convenient
widgets and toolbars * The
latest and safest
technology is applied to
each and every feature
that Babya has to offer *
Windows Vista exclusive *
Easy to install and use
Babya bSuite to Go is a
portable office suite.
Babya bSuite to Go is
based on the award-
winning Babya bSuite.
Babya bSuite To Go is the
first Babya software that is
Windows Vista exclusive.
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Here are some key
features of "Babya bSuite
to Go": ￭ Babya E-Type
Express ￭ Babya Notes ￭
Babya Clip-displays the
contents of Window's
clipboard ￭ Babya Picture
Edit-a rebranded Babya
Photo Workshop Express
with basic drawing tools
that now only saves
images as.BMP files.
Windows Vista is the latest
operating system for the
worldwide PC market.
Windows Vista packs
superior computing power,
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innovative features, and
an innovative user

What's New In?

a+-n-e "Babya bSuite To
Go" is a portable office
suite. a+-n-e It supports
multi-user & multi-
platform operation. a+-n-e
It uses multi-threading and
multi-programming
techniques so that it can
offer various features even
if used on PC with weak
CPU. a+-n-e Multi-platform
features: a+-n-e Windows
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a+-n-e Mac a+-n-e Linux
a+-n-e Embedded & Smart
handhelds (iPhone, Palm
Pilot etc.) a+-n-e And it is
the only software that
supports all of the above
platforms. a+-n-e Feature
highlights: a+-n-e Babya
bSuite is the first Babya
software that is Windows
Vista exclusive. a+-n-e
Babya bSuite To Go is the
first software to use
Babya's new multi-
processing engine, which
has higher speed and
lower CPU consumption.
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a+-n-e Note space is
shared by E-Type Express.
a+-n-e If note items are
deleted while E-Type
Express is open, they will
be removed from Note
space. a+-n-e In Back &
Forward history, note
items that were deleted
while E-Type Express was
open are also removed.
a+-n-e Color & Sample(s)
editing are advanced
features that are not found
in the Windows version.
a+-n-e There are 6 kinds
of tools: a+-n-e 1. Font
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editor a+-n-e 2. Shape
editor a+-n-e 3. Text
editor a+-n-e 4. Button
creator a+-n-e 5. Text
helper a+-n-e 6. BMP
picture editing a+-n-e The
font editor supports
embedding the Windows
True Type font files. a+-n-
e The shape editor
supports drawing of text
boxes, boxes, sliders,
rectangles, circles, ellipses
and polygonal shapes.
a+-n-e There is a text
editing function to easily
input various texts in a
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picture editor. a+-n-e
There is a button creator
for making various
buttons. a+-n-e Text
helper: a
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7,
Windows 8, or Windows 10
Processor: Intel Core 2
Duo 3.20 GHz, AMD Athlon
X2 Dual Core 2.80 GHz or
better Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce
8400 or AMD Radeon HD
3850 or better DirectX:
Version 11 Network:
Broadband internet
connection Additional
Notes: Hardware-based
voice and vibration are
supported. Recommended:
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